
PRODUCT

DETAILS

COLORWAYS

SIZES

STRAIgHT CONFIdENCE
Whether you’re new to snowboarding or just looking for a killer deal with a Killer Fit, the Linea will give you the confidence and comfort needed 
to ride from first to last chair. This is your ticket to ride. 

LINEA
MSRP

3
QuickLock
Feelgood

Flex Rating:
Lacing:
Liner:

Classic Fit
Classic Footbed
Stomp

Foam:
Footbed: 
Outsole:

Features:5-10.5 US
22-27.5 MONdO

355040
WHITE

1314 BOOTS

MALAMUTE

FACTION RTL fat laces

FACTION BOA RTL

4.0

TRIUMPH LTR
TRIUMPH WIDE

PLEDGE

F2.0

FACTION RTL

ECHELON

TALAPUS

LILY

MOXIE

PEARL BOA

PEARL

LINEA

SYNAPSE FOCUS BOA

SYNAPSE WIDE
SYNAPSE

FACTION BOA

FACTION

F3.0

DIALOGUE
DIALOGUE WIDE JPN

SAVAGE BOA STR8JKT

LAUNCH

F2.0W

KIANA

IVY BOA STR8JKT

IVY

MEN’S WOMEN’S RENTAL
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LINER
FOAM

Self Gel + X
Self Gel X X X
Full Custom Fit Pro X X X
Full Custom Fit X X X X X
Custom Fit X X X X X X X
Autofit X X X X
Classic fit X X X X X X

LINER
CONCEPT

Fusion Exhale X X X X
Fusion
Power EXHALE X X X
Power X
Halo 3 X X
Halo 2 X X X
Balance Level 4 X X
Balance Level 2 Compact X X
Balance Level 2
Balance Level 1 Compact X
Balance Level 1 X
Feel good Compact X X
Feel good X X X X X X X X

LINER
FOOTBED

Comform'able X X X X X
Mystic Foot Bed Level 3 X X X X X X
Mystic Foot Bed Level 2 X X X X
Mystic Foot Bed Level 1 X X X X
Classic Footbed X X X X X X X X X X

LINER
FEATURES

Integrated Heel Strap X
Removable Flex Bars X X
Easy In X X X X
Wash & Wear X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Heel Grip X X X X

LACING PowerLock Pro X X X
PowerLock Pro + STR8JKT X
WrapLock X X
Fat Laces X
QuickLock + STR8JKT X
BOA Straitjacket X X
Coiler BOA X X X X
ZoneLock X X X X X X X X X X
QuickLock X X X X X X

FLEX
(9-Stiff To 2-Soft)

9 X
8 X X X
7 X X
6 X X X X X X X X X
5 X X X X X
4 X X X X X X
3 X X X
2

UPPER Reflex Construction X X
3D Motion Flex X
Breathable Valve X X
Mono Tongue X
Integrated Bar Code X X X
Material Reinforcements X X X
Transparent Tag Window X X X
Printed Boot Size X X X

OUTSOLE Spring X X X X
Lo-Fi X X X
Trinity X X X X
Empire X X X X
Aero X X X X
Flightweight X X X
Funk
Easy X
Stomp X X X X X X X
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The Salomon Flex Scale. From 1 to 10, this scale is a comparison between our products and is applied only for snowboard boots. Each products has the most efficient flex for its riding designation.

FLEX (1 softest - 10 stiffest)

UPPER

Printed Boot Size (Rental)
Time saver.

Material Reinforcements (Rental)
Specific materials for our rental offer, to last even after several seasons of rental.

Breathable Valve
Jumping, landing, jibbing and walking all generate internal air pressure from the compounds of 
your liner. Left in the boot, this air pressure will break down your liner and decrease comfort. Fusion 
boots feature a one-way BREATHABLE VALVE to exhaust old air, while keeping moisture out.

Transparent Tag window (Rental)
Just that. A transparent window on the back of our rental boots for easy viewing and organizing.

Mono Tongue
Lacing made easy for kids. Thanks to our mono-tongue construction, you only have to lace the 
upper part of the boots. Whether it’s kiddo or Dad lacing the TALAPUS, it’s easier! The simple 
upper construction allows the boot to deliver a smooth and comfortable flex, in addition to the 
ease of use.

Integrated Bar Code (Rental)
Bar code on the outside of the shell. Time saver for the rental shops.

3d Motion Flex
A Pledge exclusive—360° mobility of the ankle area for maximum tweakability while 
maintaining ample support.

Reflex Construction
Kiss pressure points and weird outer deformation goodbye with Reflex Upper Construction, 
featuring a cuff design that moves naturally from heel to calf. Hike a jump, build a backyard jib, 
or cruise groomers—Reflex is made for smooth moving power, in and out of your binding.

OUTSOLE

Engraved Boot Size (Rental)
Time saver.

Aero
Available on the F4.0, the Aero began life as a super lightweight running shoe sole for riding. 
An extremely lightweight design, impact absorbing capabilities, with an ultra thin construction 
that provides perfect board feel.

Easy
Grip with style—The rubber/EVA Easy sole provides the right support and balance for a 
confident ride.

Lo-Fi
The Lo-Fi is our low profile designed outsole, inspired by our favorite skate shoes—Strategic, 
dual EVA dampening, combined with rubber for extra grip.

Stomp
Grip with style—The Stomp sole is made of rubber, for maximum grip, support, and balance for 
a confident ride.

Trinity
A unique version of the Lo-Fi, with extra emphasis on board feel, and an articulated exterior 
shape for seamless connection to our women’s last construction.

Funk
Thick EVA loaded outsole for bomb drops and frozen cement landings—The FUNK has pillow 
soft protection and maximum comfort.

Spring
The ultralight Spring outsole is soft where your foot needs to flex, yet stiffer on the sides for 
stability and balance. Dual density EVA, with thin rubber side stabilizers deliver dampening and 
transmission for any type of riding.

Empire
The Empire offers a street shoe aesthetic, but with on-hill performance hidden all over. The 
comfortable EVA foam is given a unique wave shape, which promotes natural movement, offers 
unmatched dampening in the heel, and a thinner forefoot for increased board feel. 

Flightweight
One of the lightest outsoles in our range—The new EVA/ rubber compound outsole is specifically 
engineered for an extremely lightweight, cushiony, and low-profile freestyle feel. 

LINER FOAM We use specific foam in our liners at strategic places, to improve the fit.

Classic Fit
Classic foam located in the sensitive areas of the foot.

Auto Fit
Self-molding foam that adapts automatically to the rider’s foot. Flat & full-
length, high-density memory foam, located in the sensitive areas of the foot.

Full Custom Fit
Heat moldable, multi -density foam through out the entire liner.

Full Custom Fit Pro
Heat moldable, multi-density foam throughout the entire liner with removable 
ankle inserts for an even more customized hold.

Self gel+
A Fusion exclusive. Dynamic fit foam that conforms to the shape of your foot 
throughout the day. As your foot changes (and it does) the foam changes. 
Self Gel+ uses this foam throughout the ankle and shin area of the liner.

Self gel
A Fusion exclusive. Dynamic fit foam that conforms to the shape of your foot 
throughout the day. As your foot changes (and it does) the foam changes. 
Self Gel uses this foam throughout the ankle area of the liner.Custom Fit

For increased comfort and max foothold, CUSTOM FIT has heat moldable foam 
strategically placed in the sensitive areas of the foot, shin, ankle, and heel.

FEATURES

Heel grip
Specific Cat-Tongue material around the heel, so your socks are perfectly gripped into the boots 
for a comfortable increased heel-hold.

wash & wear
Wash it, just like your favorite tee. Our design process that uses new materials & specific 
construction that does not call for glued seams, so you can wash this liner without any 
deterioration.

Easy-in
Easier and faster to get in. Featuring a gliding patch that is placed at the entrance of the liner 
for heel glide and easier entry.

Integrated Heel-Strap
A MALAMUTE™ exclusive! An adjustable internal heel strap locks your liner to the boot sole for 
a precise power link and better support.

FOOTBED

Classic Footbed
Standard sole.

Conform’able
Immediate perfect fit. A pre-shaped footbed with foot stabilization and patented 
arch flex support for improved pressure distribution.

Mystic Footbed - Relief through reflexology
The only antimicrobial footbed in snowboarding that increases blood circulation, 
prevents fatigue, and embodies natural healing from the bottom of your foot 
to the top of your head. Better smelling feet are one step away with Mystic’s 
Bamboo based anti-microbial powers.

LINER CONCEPT Our stitched engineered liners provide the appropriate amount of specific foam, at the right place. It provides the best fit on the market.

Fusion
Want direct contact and increased board feel? Try our patented LCG FUSION 
LINER. LCG stands for Low Center of Gravity, it’s engineered for the Fusion line 
and is the secret behind the unique connection between the liner & upper. 

Fusion Exhale
A liner with lungs? Meet the Exhale Liner – the first liner that breathes. Mesh 
channels and one-way valves flush out humidity by using the natural motion 
of your feet to circulate and channel air out of your liner and boot. The result? 
Always dry.

Feel good
Cushy and secure. Inspired by our top-end liners, the Feel Good liner is 
engineered with multidensity foam encompassing the foot, including the footbed. 
The result is incredible comfort.

Balance
4 levels of construction based on the same design philosophy. Displacing liner 
lace pressure from the top of your foot, around the key holding areas of the arch 
and above the heel. Tightening the liner lace wraps the ankle firmly, yet comfort-
ably, rather than on top of the foot.

Power
Power Liner locks your heel down with its unique anatomical architecture. We 
call it the king of support, because nothing rules over this full custom fit, multi-
density liner. Removable ankle inserts allow for increased support. Remove one or 
both, and create your own customized flex pattern.

Power Exhale Liner
Our classic Power Liner adapted with Exhale features for “touring-ready” capabili-
ties. Stitched with three mesh channels that run the full length of the liner, acting 
as moisture wicking agents for the most breathable liner possible. No more soggy 
feet. 

Halo Liners
Designed specifically for women from the sole up, the HALO Liners guarantee 
the best fit, softest touch, and extra toasty warmth where women need it, in two 
exclusive levels. All day warmth and comfort, for a woman’s foot. 

LACING SYSTEMS

QuickLock
Our simple and effective quick lace option for stress-free support. A single locker 
on the tongue and an evenly distributed lace path ensures a full wrapping and 
supportive feel from the first chair all the way to après-shred—all with one easy pull.

ZoneLock
The dual zone brother to our QuickLock lacing—ZoneLock offers a lower locker 
on the side of your boot in addition to our locker on the tongue. Customize 
your fit, one zone at a time with optimal wrapping support and outstanding 
heel-hold.

BOA Coiler
Easy and quick—tightens with the flick of your wrist. Don’t waste any time get-
ting to the chairlift. 

wrap Lock
Three power panels and a fused liner form to your foot in one single 
pull of the lace. In one motion your foot is wrapped in a low-profile, 
running shoe inspired boot.

Liner Lace Locker
With just one pull and a flick of the switch, you are surely locked in for a comfy 
and secure ride. Once you’re in, further micro-adjusting is a snap—Simply pull 
the inner lace to open the lock, pull it tight and lock it up.

PowerLock Pro
A Salomon standard, redefined. The soul of our well-known lacing 
system has been given a new lease of life with a bombproof criss 
cross locker on the tongue and anti-catch hooks on the upper. A truly 
powerful and easy system that can handle anything on the mountain.

STR8JKT
Lock you feet down with supreme comfort—STR8JKT features an 
additional inner heel harness for a no-heel lift ride and optimal 
comfort. 

POwERLOCK PRO + STR8JKT
The bombproof criss cross locker of PowerLock combined with 
the supreme heel hold of STR8JKT for a powerful system that 
keeps your feet locked in no matter what terrain you’re riding. 

QUICKLOCK + STR8JKT
Rapid fire lacing—The simple one-pull system of QuickLock 
combined with STR8JKT for a super easy and comfortable fit you 
can keep locked down from first chair to apres’ shred festivities. 
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